VALUE-AD LEAD MANAGEMENT SYSTEM APPLIED IN
AN OUTBOUND CALL CENTRE CASE STUDY

Momentum’s call centre known as “Advice Online” serves as a
distribution channel for the Momentum brand. Accredited financial
planners man the call centre and sell insurance products to clients
telephonically.

Momentum’s Challenge
One of the resources offered to the planners in the call centre is that they are
provided with a constant supply of leads. With approximately 40 accredited Financial
Planners in the call centre at any given time, Momentum Call Centre faced the
challenge of distributing the leads.
In an interview, Cobus Myburgh, Head of Acquisition for Momentum Call Centre said
the following;

“I was brought on board to make sure that there was a constant stream of leads
flowing into the call centre. It’s up to me to generate these leads, but we were
sitting with a problem in that we had no easy method of distributing these leads to
the Planners once we got the leads.”
Historically leads were sent via email to Leads Administrators, who would capture the
leads onto an Excel spread sheet then email the spread sheets to the individual
Planners. The Planners would then type their feedback onto the spread sheet and
then email it back to the Lead Administrator. It was then up to the administrator to
consolidate the different spread sheets and try to create some form of reporting using
Excel.

Cobus is very clear when he says, “It was a disaster!”

Value-Ad’s Solution and Benefits
Value-Ad manages the orphan campaigns for the Momentum Brand already, and when
the call centre was faced with the dilemma of trying to stream line the leads
distribution process, Value-Ad was enlisted to assist.

Automated leads distribution
Value-Ad automatically centralises all leads from all lead sources and collates them
into one centralised database. Leads distribution has been simplified and automated,
with the Planners logging onto a user interface that allows the next lead to
automatically appear on their screen the minute they accept the next lead.

Value-Ad collates, allocates, distributes and provides feedback on approximately
3000- 4000 leads for Momentum Call Center monthly.
This equates to an average of between 75 and 100 leads allocated to each call center
agent monthly, with feedback collected on each lead from each call center agent.

Controlled lead allocation
In the past, each planner was given a list of leads to work through and give feedback
on. However some Planners work faster than others thereby curbing the amount of
potential leads that the Planner could work through due to the delay in waiting for the
Lead Administrator to allocate a new list. With Value-Ad’s implementation, once a
Planner is ready to tackle the next lead, they themselves select “next” and the next
lead automatically appears ready to be contacted. This allows Planners to work at
their own pace. It also avoids leads becoming stale in the event of the Planner taking
time off, as the leads sit in an active pool ready for the next available Planner.

In the first 6 months of implementation, Momentum Call Centre had an Appointment
Making Rate of 39.6%. Prior to Value-Ad, this information had not been measurable.
After a further 6 months this percentage has increased to 46.2%. This means that out
of all the opportunities received by the call centre, 46.2% of clients said yes to
speaking to a Planner.

Positioning of each lead
Each lead sent out contains a value proposition which clearly defines the specific
product offering relevant to the lead. This means the Planner is able to position the
relevance of the sales call.

Lead Source identification
As the Momentum Call Centre is responsible for all leads generated from call-to-action
advertising, it is vital that the exact source of the lead be identified in order to assist
with future advertising decisions. Having the ability to pin point the exact source of the
lead, together with the ability to measure whether the lead was converted into a
successful sale or not has had a large impact on ROI reporting in that it is now
possible to do so. Previous advertising efforts were not measured as there was no
way of doing this, Value-Ad has provided a platform whereby leads can be directly
and automatically accredited to a specific source and accurate reporting is now
available.

Flexible Feedback
Cobus says, “I never realised how flexible the Value-Ad Solution was until I
approached them and asked about the possibility of changing the different feedback
options. They were eager and willing to assist and now we have been able to add and
modify our feedback options in such a manner that the Planners are able to give
relevant and pertinent feedback on every lead. This has had a huge impact on the
willingness of the Planners to further embrace the Value-Ad system. It has made their
lives so much easier without a doubt!”

Real time reporting
Value-Ad offers real time reporting, saving management vast amounts of time each
month.

“My reporting is a breeze now,” says Cobus. “I can get a report anytime I wish and
thanks to our newly modified and updated feedback options, I am confident that my
reporting a lot more accurate too.”

Implementation
Value-Ad’s ability to easily implement into any environment, meant that there were
very few Implementation challenges.

“In fact,” laughs Cobus, “the only challenge lay in us making up our minds as to what
we wanted. Value-Ad accommodated us every step of the way and nothing was too
big or too small for them.”

Conclusion
Cobus Myburgh ends by saying,
“Value-Ad is a simple and easily implemented system, that takes something
complicated and makes it easy. All my Planners want is to have their leads delivered
to them as and when they need them. All I want is to be able to generate more and
more leads, knowing that they are being distributed properly and then to be able to
look at a report at the end of the month and see how we have done.
Value-Ad has always been eager to assist us with all our plans and ideas and I would
definitely recommend them to any other call centre!”

